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Thomdike Saville, Jr.*

~~~ can out talk about apolicaticat of wave infonnatiat to engineering design
without talking also about the reeda for info ticm, and the type of infonnatiat
needed. Consequently I will be nentiating sate of the sate material , and stakingsate of the sane points, made earlier this norning by Professors Weigel and Dean.Hcn~~ver , I will be ~ tproac±ting than in a satewbat different view, and pointing• t~~ard a saea~hat different end.

* I will restrict this talk to wind ~~ terated waves. I will out be ~~ tsider—
ing auth other ty~~~ of waves and wave Eitena!ena as c~~iUary waves, astrazsnical

~~~~~ tides, t.s!StatnS and landelide generated waves, storm surge , ed~e waves and
shelf oecillaticzt, and waves ~~~erated by noving barcanatric preastze disasttinuities.
All of these are isportant in varicaa areas of engineering ~~~ign. Ittat of than
have isportanca in terre of safety end onastal ~~~~ r n a ~~tent . All of than have
cartain tnj orm,n facats; and statistical data on all of thtan are needed. ikeaver ,

• this ~~ iferenat is pointed pr inerily at nonral wind generated, gravity waves,• and I will restrict my disaneicat to these.

This disc~asion will also ask sore questions than it will answer. In many
cases the eitgineer out only has to make de with ina keiuate data , but also he-
quen tly can atly ate a netbod of design wttith is, at best , out a antçtiet~ely satis-
factory one. Of onur se, that has been the history of engineering, aid it is why
j iidgmrent factors are so vitally inportant. It is also why a factor of safetyj is of ten used.

Actually, in the ate of wave data for engineering purposes we are in the sate-
what aranaloat position of often having better neth~~ of analysis of the data ,
than of ate of the data atca analyzed. This is partly because many of the analysis
tedmiques have been borrcaad fran other scientific disciplines (for etençt].e,
electrical engineering) .

For exaiple, in the design of a rtt ble nowrl breakwater, a ntzth er of years
of ixmtrutental wave data may have been gathered at the breakwater location.
(It stay not ha~~~ t often but sate p~~~le are lix*y) . In suth a case, wave spectrun
analyses may have been made at 4 or 6-ho~~~Thterva2s thrca4iout the data gathering
period , and that extensive data are available at the distributiat of wave aergy
thxot4tout the fxnguency range, and also at the tine distribution of this data
over a long period of tine. The design report will alan tet inevitably stat e that
these wave spectra were studied , arid the design wave wee determined to be,say, 24
feet . Yet in reality ;~~ was this 24 feet detannined? In nrmt cases it will have

• been that the designer knew fran hythogr~ Iiic surveys what the water depth was, ~~~~d
to it an elevation for astraunical tide arid storm aurge,aiid determined that the
design depth cxiudi tjon for this strI r~ture ns,uld be ~~ feet. He tiwat satltiplied ~) feet
by the factor 0.78 , whidt is the a~~~pted average factor relating breaking hei~ ut and

Ped,nical Director , U. S. Army Coastal thgineering ~~seard~ C~~itsr, Kini~ren
~ iilding , Fort Belveir, Virginia
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WAVE CLIMATOLOGY & DATA 41

depth , arid rounded the result off to 24 feet . He might then apply a factor of
safety , reo~~njzing that there were assulistions involved in his calculations

• which might rot be completely correct , arid arrive at a figure of 25 feet , which
is a g~~~ convenient fluster to use .

~ke this case is sattawbat overdrawn, of ~~ lrse. ~~1t it does point to the• fact that the designer for a rutble noumsi breakwater may have available to him
a great deal of high poeered ana lysis of wave data which he doeen t really bxse
tue to use for design . In this particular case, the designer may indeed have
determined the stability coefficient for the breakwater armor units based rot
only at wave height , but also on wave period - since this parameter also enters
into the stability of the strocture, though to a such lesser extant than the
wave height . He also likely has looked at the namtber of tintas a year that these

• waves may be expected to occur, amid thus made sate estimate of the prthability
of damage , arid therefran the prthable maintenance oust over a 40 or 50-year per-
ioi. Nevertheles s, nest of what he actually uses could have been determined f ran
a very si.nple analysis of the wave records for significan t height ar id period alone .

• At the present state-of-the-art , he just can t make use of mast of the additiatal
data provided by spectral analysis.

4 There are many other cases of design where we da~’t really bue hoe to usearid apply the spectral information we can abtain . And, in fact , ate area wheremajor advances today need to be made is in the dovelcçsent of ntethoda to use• the data deriv ed fran the scçhisticated analysis capability we already have.

Hoe that is rot to say that wave spectrum data are out useful, or thatthey should rot be ctmtained. Net at all. If nothing else • thtaitiat of spectraldata neans that we will have past years of data available when the techniques touse it are fully developed, as inevitably they will be. We us,uld have a ready• made spectral wave climate, so to speak. And better nethods of presentation of
these data axe even rue being developed to satisfy engineering needs. Weere
digital records are used, spectrum analysis stay provide the nost euricasical
as well as the mast abjective retied of determining wave period. And , there— are many areas where we rue kece hoe to tee wave spectra, and where designwould be very ~~~~~ly carried out if spectra l data and techniques were out teed.
Stdt areas of design as hathor layouts to prevent undue surging arid range actionare greatl y handic apped without adequate spectral data . Design of strtetures
such as oil ri gs for vibrati onal forces is such sore uncertain witieut spectraldata. In these areas our design methods have advan ced far ahead of methods forsate otter applications.

In many ways cthnatic wave data is the single most important itas of in-formation required for any design in the coastal engineering field , or for any
structure near or at the wate r sur face. Yet we have sur pris ingly litt le inf or-mati on on the wave climate . There is scattered data available fra n a few shorestations , both fran instr uments aid fran visual theervatiams. Yet the shore sites
where data has been systatiatically collected for a sufficiently long tome (at
least a year) to be of real tare barely number 100 for the spproxiiretely 36.000
mi’~es of shoreline in the cuutermninouar United States. There are , in addition, avery few inetrmimentally thtained data available fran platforms aid data bucys inwaters at the orxmtinental shelf. These are virtually no systeistically gatheredinstrumental data in the deeper waters of the oceans • other that fran e few
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42 OCEAN WAVES

weather ships. ~Ihere are scattered instrumental data cbtained trait oceanographicscienti fic cruises , but they are so few ar id scattered as to hardly be of 11mm-
portance in trying to determine a wave climate. Prcbably the greatest number ofabservations are the visual ones made fran ships at sea , which have been accumula-ted in var ioua data centers across the world. In the United States these fortspart of the Surface Syncptic ~~teorological Ctearvaticams (SS~V) which are avail-able fran the Weather Service. But these chsexvatiais have severe quality pro-blame arid several systematic errors have been identified. In addition, thesethservaticns are of necessity coictentrated in the shipping lanes which means
that many areas are insufficiently covered to shoe real climatic or seasonal
differences. And since ships attempt to avoid the heaviest seas , there tends

• to be a paucity of data in the u~~ er extrame . For same areas there are availablehindcast, or forecast , data made fruit standard weather charts. The US Navy and
• Weather Service are rue beginning to provide forecast date routinely for sameocean areas , and in a few years this dat a may well represent the best avai lableclimatic material. But a vast ret,,~ rIc of wave gathering statiats is badly needed.
• Such a nel~erk would compare with the network of weather statiats on the land. Sate

countries axe beginning to try to fleet this need with an increase in shore stations,and both the Pernmarent International Association of Navigation Congresses and
the Frugiteering Camniittes on Oceanic Busources have established work ing cometitteesto shoe where wave data is compiled , what forma l it is in , hoe it may be madeavailable, arid to encour age the systematic collection of wave ci~imate data in amore or less standardized forts. You will be hearing sore about both of these
later during the conference.

With deep ~~~an data , there is the possibility of co~bining data fran a
number of different locations to give an average for a particular area , sixth asa Marsda~ Square. This cx~binatiat can be quite valid unless parts of the area
are sheltered by land forime as behind an island. Hca~~ver , it imre t be ramentered
that wave data for one general area axe by to means apt to be the sane as wave
data for another general area . Arid that in turn means that both design and con—

• struction practices which are gond in tate area may be unreliable in another
For example, ocriditions in the ~~rth Sea are gre3~iy different frati those in theGulf of Wexico and the Persian Gulf , which same have learned the hard way with
damage or failures resulting fran using design criter ia and pra ctiat s completely
acceptable in other areas .

I ant reminded here of the weather forecaster a number of years ago br ought
~~ and trained on the east coast. He worked in east coast offices with a Pheno-mmenal prediction record of success. Later transferred to the west coast he found
it virtually inpossibie to make a correct prediction. When he predicted sun ,
it was clouiy; when he predict ed clear , it rained; when he predicted morning fog ,it was clear as a bell. After about six month s the forecaster requested transfer
back to the east coast. Upon being asked by head~uarters as to why, his reply was
~the climate ~~~sn t  agree with Tre ” . New the remark itself may be amus ing, but
it was very definitely to the point . West coast climate is differ ent fr ~rm east
coast climate , jua t as the forces and phezumena affecting the west coast are
different fruit those affectino the east coast. These are mudi better mmderstciyl
rue, and a pr operly trained meteorologist today would have much less difficulty.
Waves , like weather , are different at our east and west coasts , arid also different
on the Gulf and Great Lakes coasts. Thus ate who is seek ing to apply wave forecast-
ing techniques, or even measured wave data , to engineering prthlamis on our various
coasts needs to be aear e of these differen ces and to take thami into account in
his applications. A design or a system which works in waters of one coast , may
well ret be di rectly trans ferable to waters of another coast.
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The wave climate in deep water offshore may be nearly the same csier a larg e• distance, such as a hundred miles. ~kaever , as one approaches ti. shore , appli-
cability of this wave climate data frequently becomes qui te restricted. Waves
at tite shore , or at shore structures, may vary appreciably within several mi las
and, ui same cases , within fractions of a mi le. These changes mat be coisidered
in audi factors pertaining to engineering design as longshore transport , strm.E—
ture stab ility, and scour . They are also of great import in cxsisidering manage-
ment of the coastal zone, and detenninatiat of preferred usage. This variation
mitigates greatly against the establisheent of broad zones for which particular
structural or usage criteria should apply. Becaume the wave activity at the
shore line can differ appreciably in relatively short distances, enginseing or
zoning zequirseents may also change in relatively short distances.

On the other hand , there are same coastal areas with la~ strai~ it beaches,
and relatively similar offshore axitours , where the same wave climate ~~ iditions
may be expected to apply for a rnsiderable distance. In applying available
wave climatic data , the engineer mat take into a~~~ zit this possibility of
vsriab~lity, as well as the possibility of uniformity, over a distance.

If ate wishes to use wave clistete data fran deep water offshore for appli-
cation to shore structures and shore prehiame, this offshore data met be trans-
formed into a nearshore wave climate. That requires the application and engineer-
lug evaluation of the processes of shoaling, refraction , diffraction , sheltering,
partial reflection by a sloping bottan, bottamm friction and percolation , and
the actual breaking process. At tines, it may involve the continued generation
of waves by wind action blewing tewar d the shore whi le the waves refract or

• diffract. The wind , as well as the bottcsi slope , may also af fect the type of
breaker , arid hence the forces exerted by it , or the effects of its runtç~ There
are standard techniques for crnsidering mat of these processes , but they are
by no means as accurate as cite would desire. The assumption can be made that
these techniques can be applied to separate cx1m~uaents of the wave train and
these components adde d at the completion of the computations to give a
resultant wave climate at the shore point. Sixth assumptions may met always
apply. Arid, in fact , we find , for example , that wave refraction patterns re-vealed by serial photographs de met always follew exactly thate determined by
engineering tedmiques.

It has also been found throt4i examination of a large number of serial
p*otographs of the sea surface that multiple wave trains are common. This
fact is also shoent , thot4m to a lesser degree, by the visual shiphoard eheer-
vations, particularly those which report both sea and swell occurring simultaneous-
ly. As is discussed in same detail in a forthasning paper by ?~~~lenan and Harris
(“Wave tharacteristica as ~~vea1ed by Aerial Photography” ) the relative ~sninance
of distinct wave trains which may be visually identified may change significantly
frost the open see to the beach. The waves &ránating the breaker region , often
of longer period , may be nearly invisible same distance fran shore. On the other
hand , the shorter waves which freqmami tly dominate the sea same distance fruit
store are of tam not visually i~~~itifithl e in the surf zate . Spectral determine-
tiams and analysis of the waves in deeper water will aid the engineer ui predict-
ing the type of wave which would be important at or rear the breaker zone ,
particular ly when e~~~i asmpste nt of the spectrum is treated separatel y and con-
bined to estimate en inshore spectrum. But the application is difficu l t
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44 OCEAN WAVES

arid time comsumung, even with computers, and ntdm work neede to be dome to
provide uate means of applicati on.

• Application within tite surf rate is swhject to further prth]ama since
we de not krxM with any real degree of ic~~~~~~ the distribution of breaker
heights there. The Gaussian distribution epp]Ied to open sea waves in deep water

• is often used , and prththly with same degree of accuracy, to represent the
distribution of wave heights in shallos water seesard of the surf same. ~fltesame distribution may be assumed to ~~ply within the surf same, but that is a
rather gross assumption. The distribution at any ate specific point in the
surf zone is affected by hce many of the waves have already brdcai, as ~~~caed
to Ix~~ many are still in an tribrn~cen oamdition. If the slope is relatively flat,
reforming of brckan waves may also materially affect both the height and period
distribution at a specific point in the surf sate . Liicesi.se, since the mamas

• break at a number of different depths end locations in the surf zone, we have
virtually no measure of the true distribution of breaker heights, since this is
a spatial distribution , rather than ate at a particular point. Yet this distri—
bution becomes ceitically important In applications dealing with sediment trens-
port, wave rmzsç and overt~~~lng. Systammaticeuy gathered data fruit a lar ge

4 number of wave gages located in a lu t e  perpendicular to the shore extending throm4~• the entire surf same is needed to give information on this distribution . Arid
rot just the diatribution at ate tine, for ate set of wave mxmditiais , but for

j  a number of tines for differing sets of wave asiditiams. (Same infonmeticem
could be gathered from wind wave tanks. But its ~~~licthiUty to prototype
axiditices would be saiwa’bat suspect.) Such a gra~~ of prototype neseuremaits
is planned to form ate of the first e,perinamts to be carried out at the
Field I~ searth Facility planned for aiistr ur tiom at the Perth Carolina coast ,
which will iniclixie an instrumented research pier. Actually, it is surprising
that , with all of the information am sur f which was thta insd airing Perid war II
in armjmzm ction with planning for am~tibioce operatiame, so little is really
bsan shout the distribution of waves within the surf same. This need is ate
of the major “questions” which I ear lier stated I would be pointing Out.

I have used the pEmrase “wave climate ” a number of tines. And yet “wave
climate” is not a wall defined term. Partly that is because ma need differ ent
parameters for application to different types of design pz~~ ]ame , and partly
because it is sisfi a general term that it is difficult to define it specifically.
It is also difficult to provide in amy ate susmerizatiam of wave ocoanename all
of the particular information which may be desired at same tine for every ~~~li-cation. Wave cliimtete in its simplest terse can be dmaracte.riaed just by the
number of oocmaen~~ of waves of a particular average , or significant height.
Fran amdm a listing , the fragmasicy with which waves of a particular Inight may
be e,pected ~~ m be estimated, tetd this ~~ m be epplied directly to ememy type, of
engineering design. For Imeny years that is shout all the engineer had. Yet it
is certainly also miesirth].e to have same measure of the wave period or fragmency.
But , different measures of wave period can be, end have been, tteed. For example,
is the period important for engineering mane the average of the tine intervals
beteamet .11 waves? If not, which waves dees one eliimdnata? Is it the average
period of the gra~e of higher wall formed waves, that i., the significant period?
Is it defined by the number of iporoesings at a wave record? Is it defined frøn
the wave spectrum as the freqtexmcy of the greatest aergy asitent, or just tee?
If the re is more then ate wave train present, and this is freqiset tly the case,
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lee de ma then define the climate? I~~ ma try to define e~~~i major wave train
separately , or as same average parameter combining tie two; or de ma set m~~ a
number of typical catarjories of wave spectra and defij e the wave axiditions as
e type 1 or type 2 corlitia~? In actuality the fact that he or more distinct
wave trains co-exist may be nearly as significant to the engineer as total
energy.

Sameehat surprisingly serial photogra~Ims taken at elevations between 5,000
ad 10,000 feet indicate that ocean wave patterns which ~~~~ar mined and axif used
at ba~ elevations, often are highly organized. This organization nay mall persist
even thoug h several distinct wave trains are present. The use of wave spectrum
analysis to provide an in~icatiam of the individual wave trains , with sumimmar ies
of these as individual trains , may be a ‘means of obtaining data needed for engineer-
ing applications. Again, this condition titeerved frrsmm serial pbotograpby is dis-
cussed nixb imore extensively in the forthcarung ?~~~].enan and Harris paper .

Directionality also is an important part of the wave climate , particularly
when <x~mastal strurtures and effects are involved. But as yet ma have no way
of ado~uately and aocurately obtaining directional statistiom arm tintous ly over
a long period of tine. This again is ate of those major problemme on which further
research is required. Same of the papers to be given at this comference du dis-
cuss this pr thlamm end same of the methods and use. And , of ax~~se, Professor
Peigel has disamsed time stbj ect earlier today.

But even if ma arrive at a satisfactory definition of wave climate , and can
satisfactorily obtain statisti ca frau a large network of stations, ma still

• face the fact thet as engineers ma need differ ent outputs from this information
• for different problame. Pe reed extremes as mall as averages . And that involves

tie Ice end , as mall as the high arid. In particular , ma need e.~~~cted durations
of these extremes, as mall as of time average axiditiams. And just as ma need

P to kree the duratiame of the extremes, we need equally to )urmi the duration which
may be expected between ocozences of extremes . For example, it makes a great
deal of differeice in a dredging cperatiam whether the 120 hours of waves over
5 feet that may be expected in the mmømth of April sh~~ld oco.~ all in one S-day
storm , in two 2-1/2-day stonme , or in five 1-day stores scattered thrcs4x*at the
rucrith . The dur ation between high wave occutences determines the amoumt of axm-
tintxmtte operating tine available , and hence has tranenthus impact on both safety
aid eaxummic feasibility. And while, as engineers , ma may think prismmarLly in
terre of direct engineering operations, theme durat iats also importantly affect
the eaxiammins of shore use. btmether or not , for example , a particular location
I s a good ate for devel~~mment of a reoreatiat al estthli&aBit because it provides
long periods of good wave axiditiams for eeiimimtthg and surf ing interr~~ted by
oo~~~iona1 week ly mxnethl e periods , or has virtually daily oscillations bebanen
usable and unusable axidi tiams.

For other engineering applicatia me it is important to knos whether the
individual waves will vary slcwly ate fram another or whether they vary radically .
Best surfing conditions often occur where high waves come in gra4e, rather than
where a high wave is always preceded aid immediately follosed by a very ice wave.
St~~i direct engineering applications as eatinetiam of wave rwm~~ and overtopping
are likeeise iimçortarmtly affected by the way in which the waves change ate from
another in s~~~~ssiam .

• •~~~~~~~~~ .e
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At tines wave length , or at least the distance between stue ssive crests ,
is of importance. Particular application here can be to navigation crsmditiau,
or to for~~~ on pi le structures where a critical determination may be whether
b~ crests are acting simultaneously on ban pile marmbezs , or a ciest and a
trough. The wave length is often predicted from linear wave theory. Yet from
thservations ma kna~ that often the distance betmaen successive wave crests is
significantly less thai predicted by this theory. Since wave length is rot ate
of the parameters generally measured in the field, and since it mauld be as-
ceedingly difficult to imeasure on a statistical basis by other than ~ietograghic
means , an a~~~uate method of estimation framu wave period and/or spectrev infor-
mation is needed.

The dur ation of wave ~~ iditions , and the number of waves of individutl
thara cteristica which can be e,q:mected ~~er a given period of tine are important
for other than operati onal reas ons. First , they enter into ecxmammic orrusidera—
tiams • and determinati on of the degree of maintenance which one may expect , thus
feeding into the e~~~~ nic analysis of a pr th lar mm solution. Seanid , and this is
again an area in which little mark has been &ne , these numbers enter into
structural fatigus determinations. Not enough is kr een about the failure of struc-
tures in the ocean because of fetigte . Hosever , it imet beanie a anusideratiam
when one approethes close limits of design , and anmsiders the millions of waves
to u.~ith any structure is stiujected within a one-year period. For example, if
one assumes that a structure is subjected to l0-sarxzmd waves throughout the year,
it is s~~jected to over 3 million of those waves in the year. Each of theme
causes stress reversals, and the cumulative effect may ii~~~ed lead to fatigure
prthlemme .

In same casem the shape of the wave may become important. Yet ma have no
really satisfactory way of measuring this , other than ghotgura pkuically or by
visual esthmmatiam. t’ttet neasur erents are made of time change in elevation of the
water surface at a particular peint, and this change reflects the wave shape
only if the wave travels with little change in shape . Wave shape is of parti-
cular importance in applications where breaker an~ditiams are used , and can
materially affect wave forces and stability of structures, as mall as wave rmznp .
Prediction of shape change based solely on depth changes can be made, but the
effects of winds and currents , and particularly the rar~~~mu curbin aticsa of
different individual waves , cause probleie.

And this brin ga me to the anisidetation of the so called freak or ~rogue ”
waves • These we~~~ form as the cumulative result of the siçerpniitiam of a
number of ara ller waves occurring rand~mmly , which at ate instant reinforce each
other to forum a sort of s~~ar ” wave. ~lien , very o~~~~iamally , all the individual
crests ambiime at a single peint , an extraordinarily high wave can form. Having
formed , the individual components pass on , and the ropus wave disappears . I t was
sidi a wave that in April 1966 mashed into the Italian liner Michelangelo in
the North Atlantic, at a tine when general wave anuditiams mare 25 to 30 feet in
height.5 Alnret unbeLievably, in terra of the average sea, this huge wave

~~~~~ Hazard of Giant Waves ” by Dr. Richard James , In Mariner s Noather I~ g,
July 1966.
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crushed in bridge win~~ ,s 81 feet above the water Line, and caused massive
damage to the Late - d bridge structure.

These rogue waves can also be cmbserved as tremendous loss or
through the combination and super)xsition of a number of component wave troughs.
Such a one all but sank the Queen Elizabeth during World War II when the bw
plunged into a deep trough with the overriding crest smashing into the ship
shattering bri~~~ win&tes 90 feet above the water line, and washing the quarter-
neater from the wheel. ‘I~e shipe forededi was hammered 6 indies belos its
normal leve 5

A number of shipp ing disasters have occurred framm such rogue waves , end
same of these , along with a fuller description of the Queen Elizabeth damage ,
have been described in a reomit (May 1974) Profile article in the .1— • Yorker
by Noel Noetert. An appendix “Freak Waves” by Draper in a 1967 bank “Heavy
Weather Sailing” by K. Mierd Colas also discusses these , and that bonk shoss
same fascinating (*motoe of heavy sea cxniditions. %thile such freak waves are
primarily rejx~urted in terre of shipping , there is no question but what they
can also affect coastal structures and, particularly, structures located in
offshore waters.

The foregning discussion of freak waves brings o~ another question of
major engineering importance. That is the cxnsider ation of risk . In the
application of wave data to engineering design , or to eaujrmic cxsmsideraticste ,
the engineer meat weigh what ria k be is willing to take fran a safety stand point,
fran an eaniamuic standpoint , and from an environmental standpoint. Quite
thviously one not apply the same degree of risk to design of a temporary
beach cottage as ate deem to a nuclear poser plant , although both may be swhjected
to the same wave clijmmatem . The engineer is learning more ~~~ut these cri teria
in his coastal engineering applications , especially as a result of increased
comoero about envir risTental coiditions . Ilte latter are particular ly related
to applicati ons with the oil industry (drilling , shipping, and trarisshipeent
thr om4m pipelines) and the nuclear psemr industry . Hosever , risk af fects to same
extent almoet every application withi n the cuasta l zone.

Mu le I have mmp~iasized the iimportan Ce of wave climate , essentially every
coastal engineering prth lan is faced with a seanu d major considerati on. That
is the one of sand transport , whether it be along the shor e, or in an on or
offshore direction. Rut this sand tr ansport which occurs , occurs as a result
of wave action arid the curr ents generated by that wave action. Tidal and wind
currents af fect this sediment tra nsport , but in almost every case the math over-
riding cause is the action of the waves. The estimation of this sediiment trans-
port, when it is not kr~~m f run direct measurements in that precise location, is
dspari~~ it m~ui kxva~ledge of wave climate. Watieds of using the wave climate to
abtain these estimates are available (as for examp le, in (~~~~ ‘ a ibore Protect.icxu
Mmiua1 5 or by use of the littoral drift roses disc,ased by Walton and Dean***)

5Stpertankers” a Profile article by Noel Nostert in the Nee Yorker , 13 &
2O Msy 1974 .

~~ gore Protection Manual , U. S. Ar1T,j Coastal thgineering Ruseardu Cante r, 1973.

**~ Application of Littor al Drift Pames to Coastal Frugineering Prthlame” by
T. L . Walton and R. G. lean in Proc . Conference on Engineering Dynani rm in
the Surf Zone , Australia , 1973.
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but the accuracy of the estimates abtalned can be no greater than the accuracyof our Jastel ed~e of the wave climate.

In what I have had to say, I have not attempted to elt~~ date and itam~ zein great detail each area of application, nuji lees the irethed of applicati on,of wave data to coastal engineering prthlare. I have tried to give same feelof the importance of wave data , indeed the overriding importance of wave data ,for coastal engineering ~~ aiderations and to point out same of the types ofapplication. ‘(berm are difficulties in the gathering of data, the definition adanalysis of the data, even the determination of what is needed in data , and ,of course, the final application of the data to design and prediction. Oftenafter the oun~~rence of sate phemuiemut and we have anmpiled and ]~~~ced at allthe data , we can explain why it happened the way it did. But it is difficultto predict in advanat. Yet this is the engineer ’s jab in ~~~ign . He metet tamethe beat data and methodelogy he omm , but the application still requires

This paper was prepared miider a portion of progremie uriductad by theU. S. Anny Coastal thgineering Busearab Center fueded by U. S. COx~s ofEegineers research fonda. Penmmission to p.blish is appreciated.
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